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Preface



The Probabilistic Method has recently been developed intensively and became one of the most powerful and widely used tools applied in Combinatorics. One of the major reasons for this rapid development is the important role of randomness in Theoretical Computer Science, a field which is recently the source of many intriguing combinatorial problems. The interplay between Discrete Mathematics and Computer Science suggests an algorithmic point of view in the study of the Probabilistic Method in Combinatorics and this is the approach we tried to adopt in this book. The manuscript thus includes a discussion of algorithmic techniques together with a study of the classical method as well as the modern tools applied in it. The first part of the book contains a description of the tools applied in probabilistic arguments, including the basic techniques that use expectation and variance, as well as the more recent applications of Martingales and Correlation Inequalities. The second part includes a study of various topics in which probabilistic techniques have been successful. This part contains chapters on discrepancy and random graphs, as well as on several areas in Theoretical Computer Science; Circuit Complexity , Computational Geometry, and Derandomization of randomized algorithms. Scattered between the chapters are gems described under the heading "The Probabilistic Lens". These are elegant proofs that are not necessarily related to the chapters after which they appear and can be usually read separately. The basic Probabilistic Method can be described as follows: in order to prove the existence of a combinatorial structure with certain properties, we construct an appropriate probability space and show that a randomly chosen element in this space has the desired properties with positive probability. This method has been initiated vii
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PREFACE



by Paul Erdos, who contributed so much to its development over the last fifty years, that it seems appropriate to call it "The Erd os Method". His contribution cannot be measured only by his numerous deep results in the subject, but also by his many intriguing problems and conjectures that stimulated a big portion of the research in the area. It seems impossible to write an encyclopedic book on the Probabilistic Method; too many recent interesting results apply probabilistic arguments, and we do not even try to mention all of them. Our emphasis is on methodology, and we thus try to describe the ideas, and not always to give the best possible results if these are too technical to allow a clear presentation. Many of the results are asymptotic, and we use the standard asymptotic notation: for two functions and , we write   if  for all sufficiently large values of the variables of the two functions, where  is an absolute positive constant. We write   if     and   if   and  . If the limit of the ratio  tends to zero as the variables of the functions tend to infinity we write  . Finally,   denotes that    , i.e., that  tends to  when the variables tend to infinity. Each chapter ends with a list of exercises. The more difficult ones are marked by a . The exercises, which have been added to this new edition of the book, enable the reader to check his/her understanding of the material, and also provide the possibility of using the manuscript as a textbook. Besides these exercises, the second edition contains several improved results and covers various topics that have not been discussed in the first edition. The additions include a continuous approach to discrete probabilistic problems described in Chapter 3, various novel concentration inequalities introduced in Chapter 7, a discussion of the relation between discrepancy and VC-dimension in Chapter 13 and several combinatorial applications of the entropy function and its properties described in Chapter 14. Further additions are the final two probabilistic lenses and the new extensive appendix on Paul Erd os, his papers, conjectures and personality. It is a special pleasure to thank our wives, Nurit and Mary Ann. Their patience, understanding and encouragment have been a key-ingredient in the success of this enterprise. NOGA ALON, JOEL H. SPENCER
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Part I



METHODS



1 The Basic Method



What you need is that your brain is open. – Paul Erdos



1.1 THE PROBABILISTIC METHOD The probabilistic method is a powerful tool in tackling many problems in discrete mathematics. Roughly speaking, the method works as follows: Trying to prove that a structure with certain desired properties exists, one defines an appropriate probability space of structures and then shows that the desired properties hold in this space with positive probability. The method is best illustrated by examples. Here is a simple one. The Ramsey-number    is the smallest integer  such that in any two-coloring of the edges of a complete graph on  vertices  by red and blue, either there is a red  (i.e., a complete subgraph on vertices all of whose edges are colored red) or there is a blue  . Ramsey (1929) showed that    is finite for any two integers



and . Let us obtain a lower bound for the diagonal Ramsey numbers   . Proposition 1.1.1 If  all  .











    then     . Thus      for



Proof. Consider a random two-coloring of the edges of  obtained by coloring each edge independently either red or blue, where each color is equally likely. For any fixed set of vertices, let  be the event that the induced subgraph of  on is monochromatic (i.e., that either all its edges are red or they are all blue). Clearly, 1
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  . Since there are  possible choices for , the probability   that at least one of the events   occurs is at most      . Thus, with positive probability, no event   occurs and there is a two-coloring of  without a monochromatic  , i.e.,     . Note that if  and we take      then             and hence      for all  .  This simple example demonstrates the essence of the probabilistic method. To prove the existence of a good coloring we do not present one explicitly, but rather show, in a non-constructive way, that it exists. This example appeared in a paper of P. Erdos from 1947. Although Szele applied the probabilistic method to another combinatorial problem, mentioned in Chapter 2, already in 1943, Erd os was certainly the first one who understood the full power of this method and has been applying it successfully over the years to numerous problems. One can, of course, claim that the probability is not essential in the proof given above. An equally simple proof can be described by counting; we just check that the total number of two-colorings of  is bigger than the number of those containing a monochromatic   . Moreover, since the vast majority of the probability spaces considered in the study of combinatorial problems are finite spaces, this claim applies to most of the applications of the probabilistic method in discrete mathematics. Theoretically, this is, indeed, the case. However, in practice, the probability is essential. It would be hopeless to replace the applications of many of the tools appearing in this book, including, e.g., the second moment method, the Lov´asz Local Lemma and the concentration via martingales by counting arguments, even when these are applied to finite probability spaces. The probabilistic method has an interesting algorithmic aspect. Consider, for example, the proof of Proposition 1.1.1 that shows that there is an edge two-coloring of  without a monochromatic    . Can we actually find such a coloring? This question, as asked, may sound ridiculous; the total number of possible colorings is finite, so we can try them all until we find the desired one. However, such a  steps; an amount of time which is exponential in the size procedure  may require  (  ) of the problem. Algorithms whose running time is more than polynomial in the size of the problem are usually considered unpractical. The class of problems that can be solved in polynomial time, usually denoted by  (see, e.g., Aho, Hopcroft and Ullman (1974) ), is, in a sense, the class of all solvable problems. In this sense, the exhaustive search approach suggested above for finding a good coloring of  is not acceptable, and this is the reason for our remark that the proof of Proposition 1.1.1 is non-constructive; it does not suply a constructive, efficient and deterministic way of producing a coloring with the desired properties. However, a closer look at the proof shows that, in fact, it can be used to produce, effectively, a coloring which is very likely to be good. This is because for large , if         then             . Hence, a random coloring of  is very likely not to contain a monochromatic    . This means that if, for some reason, we must present a two coloring of the edges of   without a monochromatic  we can simply produce a random two-coloring by flipping a
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fair coin  times. We can then hand the resulting coloring safely; the probability   that it contains a monochromatic   is less than  ; probably much smaller than our chances of making a mistake in any rigorous proof that a certain coloring is good! Therefore, in some cases the probabilistic, non-constructive method, does supply effective probabilistic algorithms. Moreover, these algorithms can sometimes be converted into deterministic ones. This topic is discussed in some detail in Chapter 15. The probabilistic method is a powerful tool in Combinatorics and in Graph Theory. It is also extremely useful in Number Theory and in Combinatorial Geometry. More recently it has been applied in the development of efficient algorithmic techniques and in the study of various computational problems. In the rest of this chapter we present several simple examples that demonstrate some of the broad spectrum of topics in which this method is helpful. More complicated examples, involving various more delicate probabilistic arguments, appear in the rest of the book.



1.2 GRAPH THEORY A tournament on a set  of  players is an orientation      of the edges of the complete graph on the set of vertices  . Thus, for every two distinct elements  and  of  either   or   is in  , but not both. The name tournament is natural, since one can think of the set  as a set of players in which each pair participates in a single match, where   is in the tournament iff  beats . We say that  has the property  if for every set of players there is one who beats them a directed  all. For example,  triangle     , where     and          , has  . Is it true that for every finite there is a tournament  (on more than vertices) with the property   ? As shown by Erdos (1963b) , this problem, raised by Sch¨utte, can be solved almost trivially by applying probabilistic arguments. Moreover, these arguments even supply a rather sharp estimate for the minimum possible number of vertices in such a tournament. The basic (and natural) idea is that if  is sufficiently large as a function of , then a random tournament on the set         of  players is very likely to have property   . By a random tournament we mean here a tournament  on  obtained by choosing, for each     , independently, either the edge    or the edge  , where each of these two choices is equally  likely. Observe that in this manner, all the    possible tournaments on  are equally likely, i.e., the probability space considered is symmetric. It is worth noting that we often use in applications symmetric probability spaces. In these cases, we shall sometimes refer to an element of the space as a random element, without describing explicitly the probability distribution . Thus, for example, in the proof of Proposition 1.1.1 random 2-edge-colorings of  were considered, i.e., all possible colorings were equally likely. Similarly, in the proof of the next simple result we study random tournaments on  .
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 Theorem 1.2.1 If      that has the property   .



   then there is a tournament on  vertices



Proof. Consider a random tournament on the set         . For every fixed subset  of size of  , let  be the event that there is no vertex which beats all the members of  . Clearly         . This is because for each fixed vertex     , the probability that  does not beat all the members of  is    , and all these  events corresponding to the various possible choices of  are independent. It follows that  







  















  







  



  



     



 



Therefore, with positive probability no event   occurs, i.e., there is a tournament on  vertices that has the property   .  Let   denote the minimum possible number of vertices of a tournament that   has the property   . Since    and          , Theorem    1.2.1 implies that           . It is not too difficult to check that   and   . As proved by Szekeres (cf. Moon (1968) ),       . Can one find an explicit construction of tournaments with at most   vertices having property   ? Such a construction is known, but is not trivial; it is described in Chapter 9. A dominating set of an undirected graph     is a set  such that every vertex    has at least one neighbor in . Theorem 1.2.2 Let     be a graph on  vertices, with minimum degree Æ vertices. Æ  . Then has a dominating set of at most   Æ Proof. Let !    be, for the moment, arbitrary. Let us pick, randomly and independently, each vertex of  with probability !. Let " be the (random) set of all vertices picked and let #  # be the random set of all vertices in  " that do not have any neighbor in " . The expected value of " is clearly !. For each fixed vertex    ,   #    and its neighbors are not in "   ! Æ . Since the expected value of a sum of random variables is the sum of their expectations (even if they are not independent) and since the random variable # can be written as a sum of  indicator random variables $ (   ), where $   if   # and $   otherwise, we conclude that the expected value of "  # is at most !   !Æ . Consequently, there is at least one choice of "  such that



"  # !   !Æ . The set  "  # is clearly a dominating set of whose cardinality is at most this size. The above argument works for any !   . To optimize the result we use elementary calculus. For convenience we bound  !  (this holds for all nonnegative ! and is a fairly close bound when ! is small) to give the simpler bound



!   Æ 
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Take the derivitive of the right hand side with respect to ! and set it equal to zero. The right hand side is minimized at !



Æ    Æ



Formally, we set ! equal to this value in the first line of the proof. We now have Æ as claimed. 



  Æ Three simple but important ideas are incorporated in the last proof. The first is the linearity of expectation; many applications of this simple, yet powerful principle appear in Chapter 2. The second is, maybe, more subtle, and is an example of the “alteration" principle which is discussed in Chapter 3. The random choice did not supply the required dominating set immediately; it only supplied the set " , which has to be altered a little (by adding to it the set #  ) to provide the required dominating set. The third involves the optimal choice of !. One often wants to make a random choice but is not certain what probability ! should be used. The idea is to carry out the proof with ! as a parameter giving a result which is a function of !. At the end that ! is selected which gives the optimal result. There is here yet a fourth idea that might be called asymptotic calculus. We wanted the asymptotics of  !   !Æ where ! ranges over  . The actual minimum !   Æ   Æ is difficult to deal with and in many similar cases precise minima are impossible to find in closed form. Rather, we give away a little bit, bounding  !  , yielding a clean bound. A good part of the art of the probabilistic method lies in finding suboptimal but clean bounds. Did we give away too much in this case? The answer depends on the emphasis for the original question. For Æ  our rough bound gives



 while the more precise calculation gives , perhaps a substantial difference. For Æ large both methods give asymptotically   Æ Æ . It can be easily deduced from the results in Alon (1990b) that the bound in Theorem 1.2.2 is nearly optimal. A non-probabilistic, algorithmic, proof of this theorem can be obtained by choosing the vertices for the dominating set one by one, when in each step a vertex that covers the maximum number of yet uncovered vertices is picked. Indeed, for each vertex  denote by %  the set consisting of  together with all its neighbours. Suppose that during the process of picking vertices the number of vertices & that do not lie in the union of the sets %  of the vertices chosen so far is '. By the assumption, the sum of the cardinalities of the sets % & over all such uncovered vertices & is at least 'Æ  , and hence, by averaging, there is a vertex  that belongs to at least 'Æ   such sets % &. Adding this  to the set of chosen vertices we observe that the number of uncovered vertices is now at most ' Æ . It follows that in each iteration of the above procedure the number of uncovered vertices decreases by a factor of  Æ   and hence after Æ Æ   steps there will be at most Æ   yet uncovered vertices which can now be added to the set of chosen vertices to form a dominating set of size at most the one in the conclusion of Theorem 1.2.2. Combining this with some ideas of Podderyugin and Matula, we can obtain a very efficient algorithm to decide if a given undirected graph on  vertices is, say,  -edge connected. A cut in a graph     is a partition of the set of vertices  into
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two nonempty disjoint sets      . If    and    we say that the cut separates  and  . The size of the cut is the number of edges of having one end in  and another end in   . In fact, we sometimes identify the cut with the set of these edges. The edge-connectivity of is the minimum size of a cut of . The following lemma is due to Podderyugin and Matula (independently). Lemma 1.2.3 Let     be a graph with minimum degree Æ and let     be a cut of size smaller than Æ in . Then every dominating set of has vertices in  and in   . Proof. Suppose this is false and  . Choose, arbitrarily, a vertex    and let         Æ be Æ of its neighbors. For each ,   Æ , define an edge  of the given cut as follows; if    then     , otherwise,    and since is dominating there is at least one vertex &  such that &  is an edge; take such a & and put   &  . The Æ edges       Æ are all distinct and all lie in the given cut, contradicting the assumption that its size is less than Æ . This completes the proof.  Let     be a graph on  vertices, and suppose we wish to decide if is  edge-connected, i.e., if its edge connectivity is at least . Matula showed, by applying Lemma 1.2.3, that this can be done in time   . By the remark following the proof of Theorem 1.2.2, we can slightly improve it and get an     algorithm as follows. We first check if the minimum degree Æ of is at least . If not, is not -edge connected, and the algorithm ends. Otherwise, by Theorem 1.2.2 there is a dominating set  &      & of , where    , and it can in fact be found in   -time. We now find, for each ,   , the minimum size ( of a cut that separates & from & . Each of these problems can be solved by solving a standard network flow problem in time  , (see, e.g., Tarjan (1983) .) By Lemma 1.2.3 the edge connectivity of is simply the minimum between Æ and  ( . The total time of the algorithm is    , as claimed.   1.3 COMBINATORICS A hypergraph is a pair )    , where  is a finite set whose elements are called vertices and  is a family of subsets of  , called edges. It is -uniform if each of its edges contains precisely  vertices. We say that ) has property  , or that it is 2-colorable if there is a 2-coloring of  such that no edge is monochromatic. Let * denote the minimum possible number of edges of an -uniform hypergraph that does not have property  . Proposition 1.3.1 [Erdos (1963a) ] Every -uniform hypergraph with less than  edges has property  . Therefore *   . Proof. Let )     be an -uniform hypergraph with less than  edges. Color  randomly by 2 colors. For each edge    , let   be the event that  is
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monochromatic. Clearly      
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. Therefore 











  



   



and there is a 2-coloring without monochromatic edges.  In Chapter 3, Section 3.5 we present a more delicate argument, due to Radhakrishnan and Srinivasan, and based on an idea of Beck, that shows that *       . The best known upper bound to * is found by turning the probabilistic argument “on its head”. Basically, the sets become random and each coloring defines an event. Fix  with  points, where we shall later optimize . Let $ be a coloring of  with + points in one color, ,   + points in the other. Let    be a uniformly selected -set. Then



    ' ( *-'*+. &' $  



 Let us assume  is even for convenience. As  is convex, this expression is minimized when +  ,. Thus



 ' ( *-'*+. &' $



where we set



!



   ! 



for notational convenience. Now let        be uniformly and independently chosen -sets, * to be determined. For each coloring $ let  be the event that none of the  are monochromatic. By the independence of the 



 ' 



 !



There are  colorings so  ' 



  !



When this quantity is less than  there exist        so that no   holds, i.e.,        is not -colorable - and hence * *. The asymptotics provide a fairly typical example of those encountered when employing the probabilistic method. We first use the inequality  !  . This is valid for all positive ! and the terms are quite close when ! is small. When *



   !



then   !      so * *. Now we need find  to minimize !. We may interpret ! as twice the probability of picking  white balls from
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an urn with  white and  black balls, sampling without replacement. It is tempting to estimate ! by   , the probability for sampling with replacement. This approximation would yield *    . As  gets smaller, however, the approximation becomes less accurate and, as we wish to minimize *, the tradeoff becomes essential. We use a second order approximation    !    



    



  















  as long as   , estimating  



            . Elementary calculus gives     for the optimal value. The evenness of  may require a change of at most  which turns out to be asymptotically negligible. This yields the following result of Erd os (1964) :



Theorem 1.3.2 *    



      



  Let        be a family of pairs of subsets of an arbitrary set. We call  a   -system if   and    for all   -,      and      for all distinct   with    -. Bollob´as (1965) proved the following result, which has many interesting extensions and applications.   . Theorem 1.3.3 If        is a   -system then 



 



    and consider a random order / of " . For each ,



   , let " be the event Æthat all the elements of  precede all those of  in  this order. Clearly "      . It is also easy to check that the events " are pairwise disjoint. Indeed, assume this is false and let / be an order in which all the elements of  precede those of  and all the elements of  precede those of  . Without loss of generality we may assume that the last element of  does not appear after the last element of  . But in this case, all elements of  precede all those of  , contradicting the fact that     . Therefore, all the events " are pairwise    Æ 



  disjoint, as claimed. It follows that    " 



"   -     ,







 completing the proof.   Theorem 1.3.3 is sharp, as shown by the family    "      "    



, where "         . Proof. Put " 



1.4 COMBINATORIAL NUMBER THEORY A subset  of an abelian group is called sum-free if       , i.e., if there are no +  + +   such that +  +  + .



DISJOINT PAIRS



Theorem 1.4.1 [Erdos (1965a) ] Every set   ,      , contains a sum-free subset  of size    .
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of  nonzero integers



Proof. Let !    be a prime, which satisfies !    ,



and put %                . Observe that % is a sum-free subset of the cyclic group      . Let us choose at random an integer ,    !, 0 and that   according to a uniform distribution on      !  , and define        by   ,  !,    !. Trivially, for every fixed ,   , as  ranges over all numbers       ! ,  ranges over all nonzero elements of 0 and hence   %       . Therefore, the expected number of elements ,



such that   % is more than  . Consequently, there is an ,    ! and a subsequence  of  of cardinality    , such that + !  % for all +  . This  is clearly sum-free, since if +  +  + for some +  + +   then +  +  + !, contradicting the fact that % is a sum-free subset of 0 . This completes the proof.  In Alon and Kleitman (1990) it is shown that every set of  nonzero elements of an arbitrary abelian group contains a sum-free subset of more than  elements, and that the constant  is best possible. The best possible constant in Theorem 1.4.1 is not known.



1.5 DISJOINT PAIRS The probabilistic method is most striking when it is applied to prove theorems whose statement does not seem to suggest at all the need for probability. Most of the examples given in the previous sections are simple instances of such statements. In this section we describe a (slightly) more complicated result, due to Alon and Frankl (1985) , which solves a conjecture of Daykin and Erd os. Let  be a family of * distinct subsets of "        . Let   denote the number of disjoint pairs in  , i.e., 



         



       



 



 Daykin and Erdos conjectured that if *    Æ , then, for every fixed Æ  ,    * , as  tends to infinity. This result follows from the following theorem, which is a special case of a more general result.



Theorem 1.5.1 Let where Æ  . Then



 be a family of *    Æ    *



Æ







subsets of "        , (1.1)



Proof. Suppose (1.1) is false and pick independently . members         of



 with repetitions at random, where . is a large positive integer, to be chosen later.
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We will show that with positive probability            and still this union is disjoint to more than   distinct subsets of " . This contradiction will establish (1.1). In fact 



 



       



Define















   



Clearly











              .     Æ    Æ  (1.2) 



        



      * Æ  



 Let # be a random variable whose value is the number of members    which are disjoint to all the    .. By the convexity of 1  the expected value of # satisfies         #    *    * * *    (1.3)  *  * *   * Æ   Since #



* we conclude that 



#



* 



Æ    * Æ  



(1.4)







One can check that for .    Æ , * Æ     and the right-hand side of (1.4) is greater than the right-hand side of (1.2). Thus, with positive probability,



           and still this union is disjoint to more than   members of  . This contradiction implies inequality (1.1).  1.6 EXERCISES 1. Prove that if there is a real !,   



!



   !  



 such that



 



   !    .



then the Ramsey number '  . satisfies '  .  . Using this, show that ' .  . .  



2. Suppose    and let ) be an -uniform hypergraph with at most   edges. Prove that there is a coloring of the vertices of ) by  colors so that in every edge all  colors are represented.



EXERCISES
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3. (*) Prove that for every two independent, identically distributed real random variables " and # ,  ', " # 



 ', " # 











4. (*) Let     be a graph with  vertices and minimum degree Æ  . Prove that there is a partition of  into two disjoint subsets  and  so that



   Æ Æ , and each vertex of  has at least one neighbor in  and at least one neighbor in  . 5. (*) Let     be a graph on    vertices and suppose that if we add to any edge not in then the number of copies of a complete graph on  vertices in it increases. Show that the number of edges of is at least   6. (*) Theorem 1.2.1 asserts that for every integer   there is a tournament      with   such that for every set of at most vertices of  there is a vertex  so that all directed arcs  &  &  are in  . Show that each such tournament contains at least     vertices.  - be a family of pairs of subsets of the set of 7. Let      integers such that 



 for all  and   2 for all ,      and              for all    . Prove that -    



8. (Prefix-free codes; Kraft Inequality). Let  be a finite collection of binary strings of finite lengths and assume no member of  is a prefix of another one. Let 3 denote the number of strings of length  in  . Prove that  3 







 







9. (*) (Uniquely decipherable codes; Kraft-McMillan Inequality). Let  be a finite collection of binary strings of finite lengths and assume that no two distinct concatenations of two finite sequences of codewords result in the same binary sequence. Let 3 denote the number of strings of length  in  . Prove that  3



 



 10. Prove that there is an absolute constant    with the following property. Let  be an  by  matrix with pairwise distinct entries. Then there is a permutation of the rows of  so that no column inthe permuted matrix contains an increasing subsequence of length at least  .



THE PROBABILISTIC LENS:



The Erdos-Ko-Rado Theorem



A family  of sets is called intersecting if     implies     . Suppose    and let  be an intersecting family of -element subsets of an -set,  for definiteness       . The Erdos-Ko-Rado Theorem is that   . This is achievable by taking the family of -sets containing a particular point. We give a short proof due to Katona (1972) . Lemma 1 For  (   set   ( (       (   where addition is modulo . Then  can contain at most of the sets   . Proof. Fix some    . All other sets  that intersect  can be partitioned into



 pairs    ,   , and the members of each such pair are disjoint. The result follows, since  can contain at most one member of each pair.  Now we prove the Erdos-Ko-Rado Theorem. Let a permutation 4 of       and          be chosen randomly, uniformly and independently and set   4 4       4   , addition again modulo . Conditioning on any choice of 4 the Lemma gives     . Hence     . But  is uniformly chosen from all -sets so







and
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2 Linearity of Expectation



The search for truth is more precious than its possession. – Albert Einstein



2.1 BASICS Let "      " be random variables, "   "       " . Linearity of Expectation states that  "     "         " 



The power of this principle comes from there being no restrictions on the dependence or independence of the " . In many instances  "  can be easily calculated by a judicious decomposition into simple (often indicator) random variables " . Let 4 be a random permutation on      , uniformly chosen. Let " 4 be the number of fixed points of 4. To find  "  we decompose "  "      " where " is the indicator random variable of the event 4  . Then  "   4   



 



so that



           In applications we often use that there is a point in the probability space for which "   "  and a point for which "  " . We have selected results with a  "  
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LINEARITY OF EXPECTATION



purpose of describing this basic methodology. The following result of Szele (1943) , is oftimes considered the first use of the probabilistic method. Theorem 2.1.1 There is a tournament  with  players and at least  Hamiltonian Paths. 







Proof. In the random tournament let " be the number of Hamiltonian paths. For each permutation 4 let "  be the indicator random variable for 4 giving  a Hamiltonian path - i.e., satisfying 4 4     for    . Then "  " and  "  







 "    







Thus some tournament has at least  "  Hamiltonian paths.  Szele conjectured that the maximum possible number of Hamiltonian paths in a tournament on  players is at most    



 . This was proved in Alon (1990a) and is presented in the Probabilistic Lens: Hamiltonian Paths, (following Chapter 4). 2.2 SPLITTING GRAPHS Theorem 2.2.1 Let     be a graph with  vertices and  edges. Then contains a bipartite subgraph with at least  edges. Proof. Let   be a random subset given by      , these choices mutually independent. Set     . Call an edge   crossing if exactly one of   are in  . Let " be the number of crossing edges. We decompose "











"



where " is the indicator random variable for   being crossing. Then  "   



as two fair coin flips have probability  of being different. Then  "  











 "  



 



Thus "   for some choice of  and the set of those crossing edges form a bipartite graph.  A more subtle probability space gives a small improvement. Theorem 2.2.2 If has  vertices and  edges then it contains a bipartite subgraph with at least   edges. If has    vertices and  edges then it contains a bipartite subgraph with at least   edges.  



SPLITTING GRAPHS
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Proof. When has  vertices let  be chosen uniformly from among all -element subsets of  . Any edge   now has probability  of being crossing and the proof concludes as before. When has    vertices choose  uniformly from among all -element subsets of  and the proof is similar.  Here is a more complicated example in which the choice of distribution requires a preliminary lemma. Let          where the  are disjoint sets of size . Let -        be a two-coloring of the -sets. A -set   is crossing if it contains precisely one point from each  . For   set -   - , the sum over all -sets   . Theorem 2.2.3 Suppose -    for all crossing -sets  . Then there is an   for which



-     Here  is a positive constant, independent of . Lemma 2.2.4 Let  denote the set of all homogeneous polynomials !      !  of degree with all coefficients having absolute value at most one and ! !    ! having coefficient one. Then for all    there exist !      !    with 



!      !  



Here  is positive and independent of . Proof. Set 5  







!      !      



For   , 5     as is not the zero polynomial. As   is compact and 5    is continuous, 5 must assume its minimum   .  Proof.[Theorem 2.2.3] Define a random 



 



     ! 



by setting    



these choices mutually independent, ! to be determined. Set "  - . For each



-set  set  -  if   "   otherwise Say  has type +      +  if     + ,   "   -  



 



. For these 



   - !     ! 



Combining terms by type  "  







  



!     ! 







 of type   



- 
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When +      +   all -    by assumption so 



-    



 of type  



For any other type there are fewer than  terms, each , so 











-  



 



 of type   



Thus



 "    !      ! 



where   , as defined by Lemma 2.2.4. Now select !      !    with !      !    . Then   "    " 



   



Some particular value of " must exceed or equal its expectation. Hence there is a particular set   with



"  -    







Theorem 2.2.3 has an interesting application to Ramsey Theory. It is known (see Erdos (1965b) ) that given any coloring with  colors of the -sets of an -set there exist disjoint *-sets, *      , so that all crossing -sets are the same color. From Theorem 2.2.3 there then exists a set of size     , at least    of whose -sets are the same color. This is somewhat surprising since it is known that there are colorings in which the largest monochromatic set has size at most the -fold logarithm of . 2.3 TWO QUICKIES Linearity of Expectation sometimes gives very quick results. Theorem 2.3.1 There is a two-coloring of  with at most  



  +



 



monochromatic  . Proof.[outline] Take a random coloring . Let " be the number of monochromatic  and find  " . For some coloring the value of " is at most this expectation.  In Chapter 15 it is shown how such a coloring can be found deterministically and efficiently.
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Theorem 2.3.2 There is a two-coloring of   with at most   



* +



  ,







monochromatic   . Proof.[outline] Take a random coloring . Let " be the number of monochromatic   and find  " . For some coloring the value of " is at most this expectation.  2.4 BALANCING VECTORS The next result has an elegant nonprobabilistic proof, which we defer to the end of this chapter. Here  is the usual Euclidean norm.



Theorem 2.4.1 Let         , all 



 . Then there exist       so that



        and also there exist        so that 







   



 



Proof. Let      be selected uniformly and independently from    . Set "         



Then "



Thus  "  



 



    



   



   



     



 



When    ,  



    



     . When    ,    so      . Thus  "  



 







    



Hence there exist specific        with "   and with " . Taking square roots gives the theorem.  The next result includes part of Theorem 2.4.1 as a linear translate of the !      !   case.
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Theorem 2.4.2 Let         , all 



. Let !      ! arbitrary and set 6  !       !  . Then there exist      



that, setting          ,



 



6  







   be    so







Proof. Pick 



independently with 







    ! 







   ! 



The random choice of 



gives a random  and a random variable "  6  



We expand  "  !







 







so that  "  



For   



  



    !







 



  



 



  



 ! 



! 







!  



    ! 



! 



  



    ! 



 !    



For     ! 



   ! !    ! !  !  ! 



 



( ! 



   +'



, the variance to be discussed in Chapter 4.) Thus  "  



 







!  !   











 







and the proof concludes as in that of Theorem 2.4.1.



 







2.5 UNBALANCING LIGHTS Theorem 2.5.1 Let +       so that



 for 



 



  



+   



 











. Then there exist    



   /



,
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This result has an amusing interpretation. Let an    array of lights be given, each either on (+   ) or off (+   ). Suppose for each row and each column there is a switch so that if the switch is pulled (   for row  and    for column  ) all of the lights in that line are “switched”: on to off or off to on. Then for any initial configuration it is possible to performswitches so that the number of lights on minus the number of lights off is at least    .



 be selected indepen-



Proof.[Theorem 2.5.1] Forget the ’s. Let         dently and uniformly and set 











+  



 







 Fix . Regardless of +  , +   is  or  with probability  and their values (over  ) are independent. (I.e., whatever the -th row is initially after random switching it becomes a uniformly distributed row, all  possibilities equally likely.) Thus 



has distribution  - the distribution of the sum of  independent uniform    random variables - and so 



  



       







     / 



These asymptotics may be found by estimating  by 3 where 3 is standard normal and using elementary calculus. Alternatively, a closed form 







   



     



may be derived combinatorially (a problem in the 1974 Putnam competition!) and the asymptotics follows from Stirling’s formula. Now apply Linearity of Expectation to :    



There exist         same sign as so that  











 











 







  



  







    /



 with at least this value.



+   



 







 



 



 







  



Finally, pick  with the 



   /



Another result on unbalancing lights appears in the Probabilistic Lens: Unbalancing Lights, (following Chapter 12.)
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2.6 WITHOUT COIN FLIPS A nonprobabilistic proof of Theorem 2.2.1 may be given by placing each vertex in either  or  sequentially. At each stage place  in either  or  so that at least half of the edges from  to previous vertices are crossing. With this effective algorithm at least half the edges will be crossing. There is also a simple sequential algorithm for choosing signs in Theorem 2.4.1 When the sign for  is to be chosen a partial sum 6        



 has been calculated. Now if it is desired that the sum be small select   so that 



 makes an acute (or right) angle with 6. If the sum need be big make the angle obtuse or right. In the extreme case when all angles are right angles Pythagoras and induction give that the final 6 has norm  , otherwise it is either less than or  greater than  as desired. For Theorem 2.4.2 a greedy algorithm produces the desired 



. Given        , !      !    suppose          have already been chosen. Set  6   ! 



 , the partial sum. Select  so that   6  6  !   ! 



 







   chosen with      ! gives   6   6  6    !      !    6   !  !    so for some choice of     ,



6  6   ! !   



has minimal norm. A random  



As this holds for all 







(



(2.1)



 (taking 6   ), the final 



6 



 







!  !   



While the proofs appear similar, a direct implementation of the proof of Theorem 2.4.2 to find      might take an exhaustive search with exponential time. In applying the greedy algorithm at the (-th stage one makes two calculations of 6  , depending on whether    or , and picks that  giving the smaller value. Hence there are only a linear number of calculations of norms to be made and the entire algorithm takes only quadratic time. In Chapter 15 we discuss several similar examples in a more general setting. 2.7 EXERCISES 1. Suppose    and let )     be an -uniform hypergraph with   edges. Show that there is a coloring of  by  colors so that no edge is  monochromatic.
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2. Prove that there is a positive constant  so that every set  of  nonzero reals contains a subset    of size    so that there are no ,  , , ,   satisfying ,  ,  ,  , 3. Prove that every set of  non-zero real numbers contains a subset  of strictly more than  numbers such that there are no +  + +   satisfying +  +  + . 4. Suppose !    * , with ! prime, and let   +  +      +  ! be integers. Prove that there is an integer ,     ! for which the * numbers +  * ! *    * are pairwise distinct. 5. Let ) be a graph, and let    )  be an integer. Suppose there is a graph on  vertices and . edges containing no copy of ) , and suppose that .    . Show that there is a coloring of the edges of the complete graph on  vertices by colors with no monochromatic copy of ) . 6.  Prove, using the technique in the probabilistic lens on Hamiltonian paths, that there is a constant    such that for every even    the following holds: For every undirected complete graph  on  vertices whose edges are colored red and blue, the number of alternating Hamilton cycles in  (that is, properly edge-colored cycles of length ) is at most 



  



7. Let  be a family of subsets of 3        , and suppose there are no     satisfying    . Let 4   be a random permutation of the elements of 3 and consider the random variable 



  4 4    4     By considering the expectation of " prove that     "



8. (*) Let " be a collection of pairwise orthogonal unit vectors in and suppose the projection of each of these vectors on the first coordinates is of Euclidean norm at least . Show that "   , and this is tight for all   !  . 9. Let     be a bipartite graph with  vertices and a list   of more than   colors associated with each vertex    . Prove that there is a proper coloring of assigning to each vertex  a color from its list  .



THE PROBABILISTIC LENS:



Br´egman’s Theorem







Let   +   be an    matrix with all +     . Let '    +  be the number of ones in the -th row. Let  be the set of permutations 4   with +    for   . Then the permanent !' is simply  . The following result was conjectured by Minc and proved by Br´egman (1973) . The proof presented here is similar to that of Schrijver (1978) . Theorem 1 [Br´egman’s Theorem] !'







 



'  ! 



Pick 4   and 7   independently and uniformly. Set   . Let " be the number of ones in row 7  in  . Delete row 7  and column 47  from  to give  . In general, let  denote  with rows 7     7   and columns 4     47   deleted and let " denote the number of ones of row 7  in  . (This is nonzero as the 47 -th column has a one.) Set 8  84 7  







 



" 



We think, roughly, of 8 as Lazyman’s permanent calculation. There are " choices for a one in row 7 , each of which leads to a diferent subpermanent calculation. Instead, Lazyman takes the factor " , takes the one from permutation 4, and examines  . As 4   is chosen uniformly Lazyman tends toward the high subpermanents and so it should not be surprising that he tends to overestimate the permanent. To make this precise we define the geometric mean # . If #  takes values +      + with probabilities !      ! respectively then #   +  . 22
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Equivalently, #      #  . Linearity of Expectation translates into the geometric mean of a product being the product of the geometric means. Claim 1 !'
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Proof. We show this for any fixed 7 . Set 7    for convenience of notation. We use induction on the size of the matrix. Reorder, for convenience, so that the first row has ones in the first ' columns where '  ' . For   ' let . be the permanent of  with the first row and  -th column removed or, equivalently, the number of 4   with 4   . Set .      .! . ' so that !'  '.. Conditioning on 4   ,     is Lazyman’s calculation of !' , where  is  with the first row and  -th column removed. By induction      4     .



and so 8 



!  



'.   ! $  '



!   ! 



.







Lemma 2 



 ! !    







.



 .



Proof. Taking logarithms this is equivalent to



!  . . ' 



 . .



which follows from the convexity of the function    . Applying the Lemma 8  '







!   ! 



.







 '.    '.  !'



Now we calculate 8 conditional on a fixed 4. For convenience of notation reorder so that 4  , all , and assume that the first row has ones in precisely the first ' columns. With 7 selected uniformly the columns     ' are deleted in order uniform over all '  possibilities. is the number of those columns remaining when the first column is to be deleted. As the first column is equally likely to be in
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´ THE PROBABILISTIC LENS: BREGMAN’S THEOREM



any position among those ' columns is uniformly distributed from  to ' and    '  ! . “Linearity” then gives 











8        '  ! 















The overall 8 is the geometric mean of the conditional 8 and hence has the same value. That is,  !' 8  '  ! 







3 Alterations



Beauty is the first test: there is no premanent place in the world for ugly mathematics. – G.H. Hardy



The basic probabilistic method was described in Chapter 1 as follows: Trying to prove that a structure with certain desired properties exists, one defines an appropriate probability space of structures and then shows that the desired properties hold in this space with positive probability. In this chapter we consider situations where the “random” structure does not have all the desired properties but may have a few “blemishes”. With a small alteration we remove the blemishes giving the desired structure. 3.1 RAMSEY NUMBERS Recall from Section 1.1 in Chapter 1 that   2   means there exists a twocoloring of the edges of  by red and blue so that there is neither a red   nor a blue  . Theorem 3.1.1 For any integer       



 



  







Proof. Consider a random two-coloring of the edges of  obtained by coloring each edge independently either red or blue, where each color is equally likely. For 25
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any set of vertices let " be the indicator random variable  for the event that the induced subgraph of  on is monochromatic. Set "  " , the sum over all such . From Linearity of Expectation  "  







 



 "   * with * 



  



 



Thus there exists a two-coloring for which " *. Fix such a coloring. Remove from  one vertex from each monochromatic -set. At most * vertices have been removed (we may have “removed” the same vertex more than once but this only helps) so ( vertices remain with (   *. This coloring on these ( points has no monochromatic -set.  We are left with the “calculus” problem of finding that  which will optimize the inequality. Some analysis shows that we should take      giving    



     



A careful examination of Proposition 1.1.1 gives the lower bound    







 



   



The more powerful Lov´asz Local Lemma - see Chapter 5 - gives







   



     



The distinctions between these bounds may be considered inconsequential since the best known upper bound for    is     . The upper bounds do not involve probabilistic methods and may be found, for example, in Graham, Rothschild and Spencer (1990) . We give all three lower bounds in following our philosophy of emphasizing methodologies rather than results. In dealing with the off-diagonal Ramsey Numbers the distinction between the basic method and the alteration is given in the following two results. Theorem 3.1.2 If there exists !    with  



 



     !   !   



2



then   2  . Theorem 3.1.3 For all integers  and !      2   



 



  ! 



 



   !   2



Proof. In both cases we consider a random two-coloring of  obtained by coloring each edge independently either red or blue, where each edge is red with probability
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!. Let " be the number of red -sets plus the number of blue 2-sets. Linearity of Expectation gives           "   !   !  



2



For Theorem 3.1.2,  "    so there exists a two-coloring with "  . For Theorem 3.1.3 there exists a two-coloring with ( “bad” sets (either red -sets or blue 2-sets), (  " . Removing one point from each bad set gives a coloring of at least  ( points with no bad sets.  The asymptotics of Theorems 3.1.2, 3.1.3 can get fairly complex. Oftentimes Theorem 3.1.3 gives a substantial improvement on Theorem 3.1.2. Even further improvements may be found using the Lov´asz Local Lemma. These bounds have been analyzed in Spencer (1977) . 3.2 INDEPENDENT SETS Here is a short and sweet argument that gives roughly half of the celebrated Tur´an’s Theorem. 9  is the independence number of a graph , 9   . means there exist . vertices with no edges between them. Theorem 3.2.1 Let     have  vertices and  edges,  9   . Proof. Let 







 .



Then



be a random subset defined by 







    !



! to be determined, the events    being mutually independent. Let "   and let # be the number of edges in  . For each        let # be the indicator random variable for the event     so that #   # . For any such   #    



    ! 



so by Linearity of Expectation  #  











 # 



  !  



Clearly  "   !, so, again by Linearity of Expectation  " 



#   !  ! 



We set !   (here using   ) to maximize this quantity, giving  " 



#    
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Thus there exists a specific  for whom the number of vertices of  minus the number of edges in  is at least . Select one vertex from each edge of  and delete it. This leaves a set  with at least  vertices. All edges having been destroyed,   is an independent set.  The full result of Tur´an is given in The Probabilistic Lens: Tur´an’s Theorem, (following Chapter 6). 3.3 COMBINATORIAL GEOMETRY For a set  of  points in the unit square , let    be the minimum area of a triangle whose vertices are three distinct points of  . Put       , where  ranges over all sets of  points in . Heilbronn conjectured that     . This conjecture was disproved by Koml´os, Pintz and Szemer´edi (1982) who showed, by a rather involved probabilistic construction, that there is a set  of  points in such that       . As this argument is rather complicated, we only present here a simpler one showing that      . Theorem 3.3.1 There is a set  of  points in the unit square .



such that   







Proof. We first make a calculation. Let  : be independently and uniformly selected from and let ;  ; :  denote the area of the triangle  : . We bound



;



 as follows. Let  be the distance from  to : so that ,  ,  , /,  , /, and in the limit ,  ,  , /,,. Given  : at distance ,, the altitude from to the line  : must have  height -  , and so must lie in  a strip of width  ,and length at most . This occurs with probability at most   ,. As  ,  the total probability is bounded by







 







/,  ,,  / 



Now let       be selected uniformly and independently in and let " denote the number of triangles    with area less than . For each particular   the probability of this occuring is less than   and so 



 " 







     



Thus there exists a specific set of  vertices with fewer than  triangles of area less than . Delete one vertex from the set from each such triangle. This leaves at least  vertices and now no triangle has area less than .  We note the following construction of Erd os showing       with  prime. On        consider the  points    where  is reduced . (More formally,   where      and    .) If some three
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points of this set were collinear they would line on a line   *  , and * would be a rational number with denominator less than . But then in 0  the parabola    would intersect the line   *  , in three points, so that the quadratic   * , would have three distinct roots, an impossibility. Triangles between lattice points in the plane have as their areas either halfintegers or integers, hence the areas must be at least . Contracting the plane by an   factor in both coordinates gives the desired set. While this gem does better than Theorem 3.3.1 it does not lead to the improvements of Koml´os, Pintz and Szemer´edi. 3.4 PACKING Let % be a bounded measurable subset of % and let   denote the cube  % of side . A packing of % into   is a family of mutually disjoint copies of % , all lying inside  . Let  denote the largest size of such a family. The packing constant Æ  Æ %  is defined by Æ %   ;%    %   



where ;%  is the measure of % . This is the maximal proportion of space that may be packed by copies of % . (This limit can be proven always to exist but even without that result the following result holds with  replaced by   !.) Theorem 3.4.1 Let % be bounded, convex, and centrally symmetric around the origin. Then Æ %    %  Proof. Let  : be selected independently and uniformly from   and consider the event %     %  :  . For this to occur we must have, for some     %  



:          %



by central symmetry and convexity. The event  ;%  % for each given : hence 



%     %  :  



 :  % has probability at most



;%  %  %  % ;% 



Now let        be selected independently and uniformly from   and let " be the number of    with %     %     . From linearity of expectation  " 



 % %   ;%  



Hence there exists a specific choice of  points with fewer than that many intersecting copies of % . For each    with %     %      remove either  or  from the set. This leaves at least   %  % ;%  nonintersecting copies of % . Set
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  %  % ;%  to maximize this quantity, so that there are at least  %  % ;%  nonintersecting copies of % . These do not all lie inside   but, letting 6 denote an upper bound on the absolute values of the coordinates of the points of % , they do all lie inside a cube of side   6. Hence



  6  %  % and so Æ % 







  



 ;% 



;% 



  6  6 %







%







A simple greedy algorithm does somewhat better. Let       be any maximal subset of  % with the property that the sets %   are disjoint. We have seen that %   overlaps %   if and only if   %   . Hence the sets %  



must cover  %. As each such set has measure ;%   % ;%  we must have *  %  % ;% . As before, all sets %   lie in a cube of side   6, 6 a constant, so that   6  *  %  % ;%  and so Æ % 







%



A still further improvement appears in the Probabilistic Lens: Efficient Packing , (following Chapter 13). 3.5 RECOLORING Suppose that a random coloring leaves a set of blemishes. Here we apply a random recoloring to the blemishes to remove them. If the recoloring is too weak then not all the blemishes are removed. If the recoloring is too strong then new blemishes are created. The recoloring is given a parameter ! and these too possibilities are decreasing and increasing functions of !. Calculus then points us to the optimal !. We use the notation of 1.3 on Property B: *  * means that given any -uniform hypergraph )     with * edges there exists a 2-coloring of  so that no edge is monochromatic. Beck (1978) improved Erd os’ 1963 bound to *     . Building on his methods Radhakrishnan and Srinivasan (2000) proved *      and it is that proof we shall give. While this proof is neither long nor technically complex it has a number of subtle and beautiful steps and it is not surprising that it took more than thirty five years to find it. That said, the upper and lower bounds on * remain quite far apart! Theorem 3.5.1 If there exists !    with



 !  !  



then *   



.
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Corollary 3.5.2 *      Proof. Bound  !  . The function   ! is minimized at !   . Substituting back in, if



       



then the condition of Theorem  3.5.1 holds. This inequality is true when     for any    with  sufficiently large.  The condition of Theorem 3.5.1 is somewhat typical, one wants the total failure probability to be less than one and there are two types of failure. Oftentimes one finds reasonable bounds by requiring the stronger condition that each failure type  has probability less than one half. Here  !  gives !  . Plugging the  maximal possible ! into the second inequality  ! .  gives      though now we have the weaker condition This again holds when      . We recommend this rougher approach as a first attempt at a problem, when the approximate range of the parameters is still in doubt. The refinements of calculus can be placed in the published work! Proof.[Theorem 3.5.1] Fix )     with *  



edges and ! satisfying the condition. We describe a randomized algorithm that yields a coloring of  . It is best to preprocess the randomness: Each    flips a first coin, which comes up heads with probability  and a second coin, which comes up heads (representing potential recoloration) with probability !. In addition (and importantly), the vertices of  are ordered randomly. Step 1. Color each    red if its first coin was heads, otherwise blue. Call this the first coloring. Let < (for dangerous) denote the set of    that lie in some (possibly many) monochromatic    . Step 2. Consider the elements of < sequentially in the (random) order of  . When  is being considered call it still dangerous if there is some (possibly many)   ) containing  that was monochromatic in the first coloring and for which no vertices have yet changed color. If  is not still dangerous then do nothing. But if it is still dangerous then check its second coin. If it is heads then change the color of , otherwise do nothing. We call the coloring at the time of termination the final coloring. We say the algorithm fails if some   ) is monochromatic in the final coloring. We shall bound the failure probability by  !  !. The assumption of Theorem 3.5.1 then assures us that with positive probability the algorithm succeeds. This, by our usual magic, means that there is some running of the algorithm which yields a final coloring with no monochromatic , that is, there exists a -coloring of  with no monochromatic edge. For convenience, we bound the probability that some   ) is red in the final coloring, the failure probability for the algorithm is at most twice that. An    can be red in the final coloring in two ways. Either  was red in the first coloring and remained red through to the final coloring or  was not red in the first
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coloring but was red in the final coloring. [The structure of the algorithm assures us that points cannot change color more than once.] Let   be the first event and % the second. Then



    !  The first factor is the probability  is red in the first coloring, that all first coins of  came up heads. The second factor is the probability that all second coins came up tails. If they all did then no    would be recolored in Step 2. Inversely, if any second coins of    came up heads there would be a first  (in the ordering) that came up heads. When it did  was still dangerous as  was still monochromatic and so  does look at its second coin and change its color. We have











& 



   !



giving the first addend of our failure probability. In Beck’s 1978 proof, given in our first edition, there was no notion of still dangerous - every   < changed its color if and only if its second coin was heads. The values     ! are the same in both arguments. Beck’s had bounded %



 ! . The new argument avoids excessive recoloration and leads to a better bound on % . We turn to the ingenious bounding of % . For distinct    we say  blames if   overlap in precisely one element. Call it .  In the first coloring was blue and in the final coloring  was red.  In Step 2  was the last vertex of  that changed color from blue to red.  When  changed its color was still entirely blue. Suppose % holds. Some points of  changed color from blue to red so there is a last point  that did so. But why did  flip its coin? It must have been still dangerous. That is,  must be in some (perhaps many) set that was blue in the first coloring and was still blue when  was considered. Can  overlap in another vertex   ? No! For such a   would necessarily have been blue in the first coloring (as    ) and red in the final coloring (as    ), but then   changed color before . Hence was no longer entirely blue when  was considered and so  could not blame . Therefore, when %  holds  blames some . Let ' be the event that  blames .  Then  %



 pairs   it ' ' . As there are less than  now suffices to bound  '    !. Let  with     (otherwise  ' cannot occur) be fixed. The random ordering of  induces a random ordering 4 of   . Let   4 denote the number of     coming before  in the ordering and let    4 denote the number of   coming before  in the ordering. Fixing 4 we claim 



' 4



!  







 ! 



  







! 



 



Lets take the factors one at a time. Firstly,  itself must start blue and turn red. Secondly, all other    must start blue. Thirdly, all    coming before  must
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have second coin tails. Fourthly, all     coming after  must start red (since  is the last point of  to change color). Finally, all     coming before  must either start red or start blue and turn red. [The final factor may well be a substantial overestimate. Those    coming before  which start blue must not only have second coin heads but must themselves lie in an    ) monochromatic under the first coloring. Attempts to further improve bounds on * have often centered on this overestimate but (thus far!) to no avail.] We can then write 



' 















!   !  !







where the expectation is over the uniform choice of 4. The following gem therefore completes the argument.   Lemma 3.5.3    !  !



.



Proof. Fix a matching between   and  , think of Mr. & Mrs. Jones; Mr. & Mrs. Smith, etc. Condition on how many of each pair (two Joneses, one Smith, no Taylors,. . . ) come before . The conditional expectation of   !  ! splits into factors for each pair. When there is no Taylor there is no factor. When there are two Joneses there is a factor   ! ! . When there is one Smith the factor is equally likely to be   ! or  ! and so the conditional expectation gets a factor of one. All factors are at most one so their product is at most one.  The desired result follows.  3.6 CONTINUOUS TIME Discrete random processes can sometimes be analyzed by placing them in a continuous time framework. This allows the powerful methods of analysis (such as integration!) to be applied. The approach seems most effective when dealing with random orderings. We give two examples. Property B We modify the proof that *       of the previous section. We assign to each vertex    a “birth time"  . The  are independent real variables, each uniform in  . The ordering of  is then the ordering (under ) of the  . We now claim 



' 
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 !  !







For    let '( be the event  that ' and in the first coloring  had precisely    Blue. There are  choices for an 2-set  , with 2 ranging from  to  . The first coloring on   is then determined and has probability   of occuring. Suppose  has birth time    . All 6     must have second coin flip heads - probability !  . All 6   must be born before  -  )   which
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has probability   . No 6   can be born before  and have coin flip heads. Each such 6 has probability ! of doing that so there is probability  ! that no 6 does. As    was uniform in   we integrate over . Recombining terms 



' 







 !











  !



 !







The integrand is always at most one so '    !. The remainder of the proof is unchanged. Random Greedy Packing Let ) be a   -uniform hypergraph on a vertex set  of size 3 . The   ) , which we call edges, are simply subsets of  of size  . We assume Degree Condition: Every    is in precisely < edges. Codegree Condition: Every distinct pair      have only   2 and let   ! with !   / . (I.e., is a random graph on  vertices chosen by picking each pair of vertices as an edge randomly and independently with probability !). Let " be the number of cycles of size at most 2. Then      /



 "   !  



 



  as >2  . In particular



"     Set      so that 



9   



 



    !      











 



Let  be sufficiently large so that both these events have probability less than . Then there is a specific with less than  cycles of length at most 2 and with 38
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9    / . Remove from a vertex from each cycle of length at most 2. This gives a graph  with at least  vertices.  has girth greater than 2 and 9   9 . Thus $    



    / 9    /   



To complete the proof, let  be sufficiently large so that this is greater than .







4 The Second Moment



You don’t have to believe in God but you should believe in The Book. – Paul Erdos



4.1 BASICS After the expectation the most vital statistic for a random variable " is the variance. We denote it  +'" . It is defined by  +'"    " 



 " 



and measures how spread out " is from its expectation. We shall generally, following standard practice, let ; denote expectation and 4  denote variance. The positive square root 4 of the variance is called the standard deviation. With this notation here is our basic tool. Theorem 4.1.1 [Chebyschev’s Inequality] For any positive ? 



 " ;  ?4 Proof.







4   +'"    "



  ? 



;   ?4  " ;  ?4



The use of Chebyschev’s Inequality is called the Second Moment Method. 41
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Chebyschev’s Inequality is best possible when no additional restrictions are placed on " as " may be ;  ?4 and ; ?4 with probability ?  and otherwise ;. Note, however, that when " is a normal distribution with mean ; and standard deviation 4 then       .



 " ;  ?4   / 0  and for ? large this quantity is asymptotically / 0  ? which is significantly



smaller than ?. In Chapters 7,8 we shall see examples where " is the sum of “nearly independent” random variables and these better bounds can apply. Suppose we have a decomposition "  "      "



Then  +'"  may be computed by the formula  +'"  



 







 +'"  



 







%"  " 



Here the second sum is over ordered pairs and the covariance %# 0  is defined by %# 0    # 0   #  0  In general, if # 0 are independent then %# 0   . This often simplifies considerably variance calculations. Now suppose further, as will generally be the case in our applications, that the " are indicator random variables - i.e., that "   if a certain event  holds and otherwise "  . If " is one with probability !    then  +'"   !  !  !   "  and so  +'" 



 "  



 







%"  " 



4.2 NUMBER THEORY The second moment method is an effective tool in number theory. Let @  denote the number of primes ! dividing . (We do not count multiplicity though it would make little difference.) The folllowing result says, roughly, that “almost all”  have “very close to”  prime factors. This was first shown by Hardy and Ramanujan in 1920 by a quite complicated argument. We give a remarkably simple proof of Tur´an (1934) , a proof that played a key role in the development of probabilistic methods in number theory. Theorem 4.2.1 Let A



      such that







arbitrarily slowly.



 



@    A



Then the number of  in
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is . Proof. Let  be randomly chosen from       . For ! prime set 



" 



 if !   otherwise.



 Set 5     and set "  " , the summation over all primes ! 5 . As no   can have more than ten prime factors larger than 5 we have @   "  @  so that large deviation bounds on " will translate into asymptotically similar bounds for @ . (Here  could be any (large) constant.) Now



 "  



As    







! 



 "   !  



By linearity of expectation  "  



 



          1 ! 



where here we used the well known fact that     , which can be proved by combining Stirling’s formula with Abel summation. Now we find an asymptotic expression for  +'"  







1



 +'"  







2



%"  "2 



As  +'"       , 



1



 



 +'"   



1 !



      



With ! B distinct primes, " "2   if and only if !  and B  which occurs if and only if !B . Hence %"  "2    " "2   "  "2    2  2



2   2    2 



Thus







2



%"  "2 



       ! B 2



5     !
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Thus







2



     



%"  "2 



and similarly







2



%"  "2   







That is, the covariances do not affect the variance,  +'"      and Chebyschev’s Inequality actually gives







 "   ?   ?   



for any constant ?  . As " @  the same holds for @ .  In a classic paper Erdos and Kac (1940) showed, essentially, that @ does behave like a normal distribution with mean and variance . Here is their precise result. Theorem 4.2.2 Let ? be fixed, positive, negative or zero. Then







    















 @     ?  







  0







/



   .



Proof. We outline the argument, emphasizing the similarities to Tur´an’s proof. Fix  a function ( with (   and  (     - e. g. (  .  



Set 5   . Set "  " , the summation over all primes ! 5. As no   can have more than ( prime factors greater than 5 we have @  ( "  @  so that it suffices to show Theorem 4.2.2 with @ replaced by " . Let # be independent  random variables with #    ! ,



#     ! and set #  # , the summation over all primes ! 5 . This # represents an idealized version of " . Set ;   #  



and







1



4   +'#  



!



     







1



!



 !



  



and define the normalized #"  # ;4. From the Central Limit Theorem #" approaches the standard normal 3 and  #"     3  for every positive integer "  " ;4. We compare " " #" .



. Set " For any distinct primes !      ! 5  "     "   #     #  



     



!    !   







"   and  #"  . We let be an arbitrary fixed positive integer and compare   "  



 " Expanding, " is a polynomial in " with coefficients  . Further expanding
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 each "    "  - always reducing " to " when +   - gives the sum of 5     terms of the form "     " . The same expansion applies to #" . As the corresponding terms have expectations within   the total difference



"    #"      "



 



 



" approach that of the standard normal 3 . A standard, though Hence each moment of " " must therefore approach 3 in nontrivial, theorem in probability theory gives that " distribution.  We recall the famous quotation of G. H. Hardy:  is a prime, not because we think so, or because our minds are shaped in one way rather than another, but because it is so, because mathematical reality is built that way.



How ironic - though not contradictory - that the methods of probability theory can lead to a greater understanding of the prime factorization of integers. 4.3 MORE BASICS Let " be a nonnegative integral valued random variable and suppose we want to bound "   given the value ;   " . If ;   we may use the inequality 



"  



 " 



so that if  "    then "   almost always. (Here we are imagining an infinite sequence of " dependent on some parameter  going to infinity.) But now suppose  "   . It does not necessarily follow that "   almost always. For example, let " be the number of deaths due to nuclear war in the twelve months after reading this paragraph. Calculation of  "  can make for lively debate but few would deny that it is quite large. Yet we may believe - or hope - that  '"   is very close to zero. We can sometimes deduce "   almost always if we have further information about  +'" . Theorem 4.3.1 



"  



 +'"    " 



Proof. Set ?  ;4 in Chebyschev’s Inequality. Then 



"   



 " ;  ?4



 We generally apply this result in asymptotic terms.



 4    ? ;
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Corollary 4.3.2 If  +'"    "    then "   a.a. The proof of Theorem 4.3.1 actually gives that for any    +'" 



  "  



 "  "    " 



and thus in asymptotic terms we actually have the following stronger assertion: Corollary 4.3.3 If  +'"    "    then "



  "  a.a.



Suppose again "  "      " where " is the indicator random variable for event  . For indices   write    if    and the events    are not independent. We set (the sum over ordered pairs)



 Note that when   



 



 



 !  



%"  "    " "   "  " 



 " "    !  



and that when    and not    then %"  "   . Thus  +'" 



 "  







Corollary 4.3.4 If  "    and   "    then "   almost always. Furthermore "   "  almost always.



Let us say "     " are symmetric if for every    there is an automorphism of the underlying probability space that sends event  to event  . Examples will appear in the next section. In this instance we write
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and note that the inner summation is independent of . We set



       



where  is any fixed index. Then







 







 



        " 



Corollary 4.3.5 If  "    and Furthermore "   "  almost always. 







   "  then "



  almost always.



The condition of Corollary 4.3.5 has the intuitive sense that conditioning on any specific  holding does not substantially increase the expected number  "  of events holding.
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4.4 RANDOM GRAPHS The definition of the random graph  ! and of “threshold function” are given in Chapter 10, Section 10.1. The results of this section are generally surpassed by those of Chapter 10 but they were historically the first results and provide a good illustration of the second moment. We begin with a particular example. By A  we denote here and in the rest of the book the number of vertices in the maximum clique of the graph . Theorem 4.4.1 The property A    has threshold function  . Proof. For every -set  of vertices in  ! let  be the event “ is a clique” and " its indicator random variable. Then  "      !



as six different edges must all lie in  !. Set " 







 



"



so that " is the number of -cliques in and A  Linearity of Expectation gives  "  







 



 



 "  



  ! 



  if and only if "  



 !



 .







When !   ,  "    and so "   almost surely. Now suppose !    so that  "    and consider the  of Corollary 4.3.5. (All -sets “look the same” so that the "  are symmetric.) Here    if and only if    and   have common edges - i.e., if and only if



     or . Fix  . There are  sets  with      and for each of these (    ! . There are  sets  with     and for each of these (    !. Thus



  !   !    !    "  since !   . Corollary 4.3.5 therefore applies and "  , i.e., there does exist a clique of size , almost always.  The proof of Theorem 4.4.1 appears to require a fortuitous calculation of . The following definitions will allow for a description of when these calculations work out. Definition 1 Let ) be a graph with  vertices and  edges. We call C)    the density of ) . We call ) balanced if every subgraph )  has C)   C) . We call ) strictly balanced if every proper subgraph )  has C)    C) .
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Examples.  and, in general,  are strictly balanced. The graph



  is not balanced as it has density  while the subgraph   has density . The graph



  is balanced but not strictly balanced as it and its subgraph   have density . Theorem 4.4.2 Let ) be a balanced graph with  vertices and  edges. Let   be the event that ) is a subgraph (not necessarily induced) of . Then !    is the threshold function for . Proof. We follow the argument of Theorem 4.4.1. For each -set  let  be the event that  contains ) as a subgraph. Then !   ! (Any particular placement of ) has probability !  of occuring and there are at most  possible placements. The precise calculation of   is, in general, complicated due to the overlapping of potential copies of ) .) Let "  be the indicator random variable for  and  " "  
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so that  holds if and only if "  . Linearity of Expectation gives  "  







 



 



 "  







    ! 



If !    then  "   , so "   almost always. Now assume !    so that  "    and consider the  of Corollary 4.3.5(All -sets look the same so the "  are symmetric.) Here    if and only if    and   have common edges - i.e., if and only if      with    . Let  be fixed. We split











(  



(   



 



 (   



(  



For each  there are   choices of  . Fix   and consider (  . There are  possible copies of ) on  . Each has - since, critically, ) is balanced - at



 most   edges with both vertices in  and thus at least   other edges. Hence 



(    ! and



 



    !



  







 



  ! 



    







 



  ! 



  " 



since  !



 . Hence Corollary 4.3.5 applies. 



Theorem 4.4.3 In the notation of Theorem 4.4.2 if ) is not balanced then !    is not the threshold function for . Proof. Let ) be a subgraph of ) with  vertices,  edges and    . Let 9 satisfy   9    and set !   3. The expected number of copies of ) is then  so almost always  ! contains no copy of ) . But if it contains no copy of ) then it surely can contain no copy of ) .  The threshold function for the property of containing a copy of ) , for general ) , was examined in the original papers of Erd os and R´enyi. (Erdos and R´enyi (1960) still provides an excellent introduction to the theory of Random Graphs.) Let ) be that subgraph with maximal density C)     . (When ) is balanced we may take )  ) .) They showed that !     is the threshold function. We do not show this here though it follows fairly straightforwardly from these methods. We finish this section with two strengthenings of Theorem 4.4.2.
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Theorem 4.4.4 Let ) be strictly balanced with  vertices,  edges and + automorphisms. Let " be the number of copies of ) in  !. Assume !    . Then almost always  ! " + Proof. Label the vertices of ) by      . For each ordered        let   be the event that        provides a copy of ) in that order. Specifically we define        )  "    



   



We let =  be the corresponding indicator random variable. We define an equivalence class on -tuples by setting                 if there is an automorphism 4 of  )  so that   



  for   .Then "







= 



gives the number of copies of ) in where the sum is taken over one entry from each equivalence class. As there are  + terms  !  !   =       "   + + + Our assumption !    implies  "   . It suffices therefore to show



   " .



Fixing       ,











     



      



There are +   terms with               and for each the conditional probability is at most one (actually, at most !), thus contributing    "  to  . When              has  elements,     the argument of Theorem 4.4.2 gives that the contribution to  is  " . Altogether    "  and we apply Corollary 4.3.5  Theorem 4.4.5 Let ) be any fixed graph. For every subgraph )  of ) (including ) itself) let " &  denote the number of copies of )  in  !. Assume ! is such that  " &     for every )  . Then "&



  "& 



almost always. Proof. Let ) have  vertices and  edges. As in Theorem 4.4.4 it suffices to show    " . We split  into a finite number of terms. For each )  with 6 vertices and edges we have those         that overlap with the fixed         in a copy of ) . These terms contribute, up to constants,  ) ! '  



to



.







 "&   "&  



Hence Corollary 4.3.5 does apply.











  "& 
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4.5 CLIQUE NUMBER Now we fix edge probability !   and consider the clique number A . We set  



    



  



the expected number of -cliques. The function   drops under one at (Very roughly,   is like      .) Theorem 4.5.1 Let   satisfy always A   .



    and



 



 .



    .



Then almost



Proof. For each -set  let  be the event “ is a clique” and " the corresponding indicator random variable. We set " 







 



"



so that A   if and only if "  . Then  "       and we examine the  of Corollary 4.3.5. Fix  and note that    if and only if      where   . Hence















and so
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where we set



   



        Observe that  may be thought of as the probability that a randomly chosen  will intersect a fixed  in  points times the factor increase in  (  when it does. Setting   ,                At the other extreme    



   



       "    As     the numerator is   . The denominator approaches infinity and so    . Some detailed calculation (which we omit) gives that the remaining  and their sum are also negligible so that Corollary 4.3.5 applies.    
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Theorem 4.5.1 leads to a strong concentration result for A . For      



        







 



 



Let    be that value with          . For “most”  the function   will jump from a large    to a small    . The probability that contains a clique of size    is at most     which will be very small. When    is large Theorem 4.5.1 implies that contains a clique of size  with probability nearly one. Together, with very high probability A    . For some  one of the values        may be of moderate size so this argument does not apply. Still one may show a strong concentration result found independently by Bollob´as and Erd os (1976) and Matula (1976) . Corollary 4.5.2 There exists   so that 



A   or     We give yet stronger results on the distribution of A  in Section 10.2. 4.6 DISTINCT SUMS A set        of positive integers is said to have distinct sums if all sums  







 







    



are distinct. Let  denote the maximal for which there exists a set



              with distinct sums. The simplest example of a set with distinct sums is      . This example shows



       Erdos has offered $300 for a proof or disproof that







   %



for some constant % . From above, as all ' sums are distinct and less than 



'      and so
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Examination of the second moment gives a modest improvement. Fix              be independent with



      with distinct sums. Let 







   



  



 



and set "          



(We may think of " as a random sum.) Set ;   "  



       



and 4   +'" . We bound 4 



so that 4







       



 



 . By Chebyschev’s Inequality for any ?  



 



 " ;  ? 



? 



     " ;  ?  ? But " has any particular value with probability either zero or   since, critically, a sum can be achieved in at most one way. Thus Reversing,



 



 " ;  ?  and



While ? 















  ?  



  ?     



?



gives optimal results any choice of ?   gives



Theorem 4.6.1







  



      



¨ 4.7 THE RODL NIBBLE R¨odl For  2    let 5   2, the covering number, denote the minimal size of a family # of -element subsets of      having the property  that  every 2-element set is contained in at least one   #. Clearly 5   2     since each -set  covers  2-sets and every 2-set must be covered. Equality holds if and only if the
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family # has the property that every 2-set is contained in exactly one   #. This is called an   2 tactical configuration (or block design). For example,    tactical configurations are better known as Steiner Triple Systems. The question of the existence of tactical configurations is a central one for combinatorics but one for which probabilistic methods (at least so far!) play little role. In 1963 Paul Erd os and Haim Hanani conjectured that for and fixed  2  



 







5   2       



Their conjecture was, roughly, that one can get asymptotically close to a tactical configuration. While this conjecture seemed ideal for a probabilistic analysis it was a full generation before R¨odl (1985) found the proof, which we describe in this section. (One may similarly define the packing number *  2 as the maximal size of a family # of -element subsets of      having the property that every 2-element set is contained in at most one   #. Erd os and Hanani noticed from elementary arguments that



 







5   2       



*  2 $" 



     



While R¨odl result may be formulated in terms of either packing or covering here we deal only with the covering problem.) Several researchers realized that R¨odl method applies in a much more general setting, dealing with covers in uniform hypergraphs. This has first been observed by Frankl and R¨odl , and has been simplified and extended by Pippenger and Spencer (1989) as well as by Kahn (1996) . Our treatment here follows the one in Pippenger and Spencer (1989) , and is based on the description of F uredi (1988) , where the main tool is the second moment method. For an '-uniform hypergraph )     and for a vertex    , we let  &  (or simply , when there is no danger of confusion) denote the degree of  in ) , that is, the number of edges containing . Similarly, for     ,     &   is the number of edges of ) containing both  and . A covering of ) is a set of edges whose union contains all vertices. In what follows, whenever we write Æ we mean a quantity between Æ and Æ . The following theorem is due to Pippenger, following Frankl and R¨odl. Theorem 4.7.1 For every integer '   and reals   and +  , there are D  D '  +   and    '  + such that for every   <   the following holds. Every '-uniform hypergraph )     on a set  of  vertices in which all vertices have positive degrees and which satisfies the following conditions: (1) For all vertices    but at most D of them,     D   0,  0 precisely. This gives the indexauthorChernoff Bound on



3  +. How does this compare for + large with the actual 3  +?



THE PROBABILISTIC LENS:



Triangle-free graphs have large independence numbers



Let 9  denote the independence number of a graph . It is easy and well known that for every graph on  vertices with maximum degree , 9     . Ajtai, Koml´os and Szemer´edi (1980) showed that in case is triangle-free, this can be improved by a logarithmic factor and in fact 9     , where  is an absolute positive constant. Shearer (1983) simplified the proof and improved the constant factor to its best possible value     . Here is a very short proof, without any attempts to optimize , which is based on a different technique of Shearer (1995) and its modification in Alon (1996) . Proposition 1 Let     be a triangle-free graph on  vertices with maximum degree at most   . Then    9     where the logarithm here and in what follows is in base . Proof. If, say,    the result follows from the trivial bound 9      and hence we may and will assume that   . Let G be a random independent set of vertices in , chosen uniformly among all independent sets in . For each vertex    define a random variable "     G  3   G , where 3  denotes the set of all neighbors of . We claim that the expectation of "  satisfies  "    %  To prove this claim, let ) denote the induced subgraph of on  3    , fix an independent set  in ) and let " denote the set of all non-neighbors of  in 272



273



the set 3 , "  . It suffices to show that the conditional expectation  " G



  )       



(1.1)



for each possible  . Conditioning on the intersection G   )    there are precisely    possibilities for G : one in which G     and   in which   G and G is the union of  with a subset of " . It follows that the conditional expectation considered in (1.1) is precisely %     To check that the last quantity is at least   observe that the assumption that this is false implies that    and       , showing that       and hence        , which is false for all   . Therefore,  " G



  )        



establishing the claim. By linearity of expectation we conclude that the expected value of the sum   % 5 " is at least  . On the other hand, this sum is clearly at most  G , since each vertex &  G contributes  to the term " 8 in this sum, and its degree in , which is at most , to the sum of all other terms "  . It follows that the expected % size of G is at least 



% , and hence there is an independent set of size at least this expectation, completing the proof.  The Ramsey Number '   is the minimum number ' such that any graph with at least ' vertices contains either a triangle or an independent set of size . The asymptotic behaviour of this function has been studied for over fifty years. It turns out that '        . The lower bound is a recent result of Kim (1995) , based on a delicate probabilistic construction together with some thirty pages of computation. There is no known explicit construction of such a graph, and the largest known explicit triangle-free graph with no independent set of size , described in Alon (1994) , has only    vertices. The tight upper bound for '  , proved in Ajtai et al. (1980) , is a very easy consequence of the above proposition. Theorem 2 [Ajtai et al. (1980) ] There exists an absolute constant , such that '   ,   for every  . Proof. Let     be a triangle-free graph on     vertices. If has a vertex of degree at least then its neighborhood contains an independent set of size



. Otherwise, by proposition 1 above, contains an independent set of size at least



       . Therefore, in any case 9   , completing the proof. 



Appendix B Paul Erdos



Working with Paul Erdos was like taking a walk in the hills. Every time when I thought that we had achieved our goal and deserved a rest, Paul pointed to the top of another hill and off we would go. – Fan Chung



B.1 PAPERS Paul Erdos was the most prolific mathematician of the twentieth century, with over 1500 written papers and more than 490 collaborators. This highly subjective list gives only some of the papers that created and shaped the subject matter of this volume.











A Combinatorial problem in geometry, Compositio Math 2 (1935), 463-470 (with George Szekeres) Zbl. 12,270. Written when Erd os was still a teenager this gem contains a rediscovery of Ramsey’s Theorem and the Monotone Subsequence Theorem. Many authors have written that this paper played a key role in moving Erd os towards a more combinatorial view of mathematics. Some remarks on the theory of graphs, Bull. Amer. Math. Soc. 53 (1947), 292-294, MR 8,479d; Zbl 32,192. 275
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The three page paper that “started" the probabilistic method, giving an exponential lower bound on Ramsey    1.1.















 











The Gaussian law of errors in the theory of additive number theoretic functions, Amer. J. Math. 62 (1940), 738-742 (with Mark Kac) MR 2,42c; Zbl. 24,102. Showing that the number of prime factors of  chosen uniformly from  to  has an asymptotically normal distribution. A connection between probability and number theory that was extraordinary for its time. 4.2. Problems and results in additive number theory, Colloque sur la Th e´ orie des Nombres, Bruxelles, 1955, pp. 127-137, George Thone, Li`ege; Masson and Cie, Paris, 1956; MR 18,18a; Zbl. 73,31. Using random subsets to prove the existence of a set of integers such that every  is represented      at least once but at most   times. Resolving a problem Sidon posed to Erd os in the 1930s. This problem continued to fascinate Erdos, see, e.g., Erdos and Tetali (1990) , 8.6. On a combinatorial problem, Nordisk. Mat. Tidskr. 11 (1963), 220-223 MR 28# 4068; Zbl. 122,248. On a combinatorial problem II., Acta. Math. Acad. Sci. Hungar. 15 (1964), 445-447; MR 29# 4700; Zbl. 201,337. Property  . Probabilistic proofs that any *   -sets can be two colored with no set monochromatic yet there exist    -sets that cannot be so colored. 1.3. On the evolution of random graphs, Magyar. Tud. Akad. Mat. Kutat o´ Int. Ko¨ zl. 5 (1960), 17-61 (with Alfred R´enyi); MR 23# A2338; Zbl. 103,163. Rarely in mathematics can an entire subject be traced to one paper. For Random Graphs this is the paper. Chapter 10. Graph theory and probability, Canad. J. Math. 11 (1959), 34-38; MR 21# 876; Zbl. 84,396. Proving by probabilistic methods the existence of graphs with arbitrarily high girth and chromatic number. This paper convinced many of the power of the methodology as the problem had received much attention but no construction had been found. Lens, following Chapter 3. Graph theory and probability II., Canad. J. Math. 13 (1961), 346-352 MR 22# 10925; Zbl. 97,391. Showing the existence of a triangle free graph on  vertices with no independent set of size    vertices, and hence that the Ramsey        . A technical tour de force that uses probabilistic methods in a very subtle way, particularly considering the early date of publication. On circuits and subgraphs of chromatic graphs, Mathematika 9 (1962), 170175; MR 25 # 3035; Zbl. 109,165. Destroying the notion that chromatic number is necessarily a local property,
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Erdos proves the existence of a graph on  vertices that cannot be -colored but for which every F vertices can be three colored. Lens, following Chapter 8.







On a combinatorial game, J. Combinatorial Theory Ser. A 14 (1973), 298-301 (with John Selfridge) MR 48# 5655; Zbl. 293,05004. Players alternate turns selecting vertices and the second player tries to stop the first from getting a winning set. The weight function method used was basically probabilistic and was an early use of derandomization. 15.1.



B.2 CONJECTURES Conjectures were always an essential part of the mathematical life of Paul Erd os. Here are some of our favorites.







 



 



Do sets of integers of positive density necessarily contain arithmetic progressions of arbitrary length? In finite form, is there for all and all F  , an  so that if     and  is a subset of the first  integers of size at least F then  necessarily contains an arithmetic progression of length ? This conjecture was first made by Paul Erdos and Paul Tur´an in the 1930s. It was solved (positively) by Szemer´edi in the 1970s. Let    F denote the minimal  that suffices above. The growth rate of  remains an intriguing question with very recent results due to Gowers. Call distinct   a -system if          . Let   be the minimal * such that given any * -sets some three form a -system. Erdos and Rado showed that   exists and gave the upper bound    . Erdos conjectured that    % for some constant % . What are the asymptotics of the Ramsey function   ? In particular, what is the value (if it exists) of     ? The classic 1947 paper of Erdos gives    and   follows from the proof of Ramsey’s Theorem but a half century has seen no further improvements in , though there have been some results on lower order terms. Write '  for the number of solutions to the equation      with     . Does there exist a set  of positive integers such that '     for all but finitely many  yet '   is bounded by some constant  ? The 1955 paper of Erdos referenced above gives  with '    . Let *, as defined in 1.3, denote the minimal size of a family of -sets that cannot be two colored without forming a monochromatic set. What are the asymptotics of *? In 1963 and 1964 Erd os found the bounds   *     and the lower bound of Radhakrishnan and Srinivasan shown in 3.5, is now    .
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Given     points in the plane, no three on a line, must some  of them form a convex set? This conjecture dates back to the 1935 paper of Erd os and Szekeres referenced above. Let *  2 denote the size of the largest family of -element subsets of an -set such that no 2-set is contained in more than one of them. Simple counting  gives *  2    . Erdos and Haim Hanani conjectured in 1963 that for fixed 2  this bound is asymptotically correct - that is, that the ratio of  *  2 to    goes to one as   . Erdos had a remarkable ability to select problems that were very difficult but not impossible. This conjecture was settled affirmatively by Vojtech  R¨odl in 1985, as discussed in 4.7. The asymptotics of the difference    *  2 remains open.



B.3 ON ERDOS There have been numerous books and papers written about the life and mathematics of Paul Erdos. Three deserving particular mention are



  



The Mathematics of Paul Erdos(Ron Graham and Jarik Neˇsetˇril, eds.), Berlin: Springer-Verlag, 1996. (Vols I. and II.) Combinatorics, Paul Erd os is Eighty (D. Mikl´os, V.T. S´os, T. Sz¨onyi, eds.), Bolyai Soc. Math. Studies, Vol I (1990) and Vol II (1993). Erdos on Graphs - His Legacy of Unsolved Problems, Fan Chung and Ron Graham, A.K. Peters, 1998.



Of the many papers by mathematicians we note



   



L´aszl´o Babai, In and out of Hungary: Paul Erd os, his friends, and times. In Combinatorics, Paul Erd os is Eighty (listed above), Vol II, 7-93. B´ela Bollob´as, Paul Erd os- Life and work, in The Mathematics of Paul Erdos(listed above), Vol. II, 1-42. A. Hajnal, Paul Erdos’ Set theory, in: The mathematics of Paul Erdos(listed above), Vol. II, 352–393. Paul Erdos, Math Intelligencer, Vol. 19 (1997), no. 2, 38-48.



Two popular biographies of Erd os have appeared



 



The man who loved only numbers, Paul Hoffman, Hyperion (New York), 1998. My brain is open - The mathematical journies of Paul Erd os, Bruce Schechter, Simon & Schuster (New York), 1998.



Finally, George Csicsery has made a documentary film N is a Number, A Portrait of Paul Erdos, available from the publishers A. K. Peters, which allows one to see and hear Erdos in lecture and amongst friends, proving and conjecturing.
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B.4 UNCLE PAUL Paul Erdos died in September 1996 at the age of 83. His theorems and conjectures permeate this volume. This tribute 1 , given by Joel Spencer at the National Meeting of the American Mathematical Society in January 1997, attempts to convey some of the special spirit that we and countless others took from this extraordinary man.



Paul Erdos was a searcher, a searcher for mathematical truth. Paul’s place in the mathematical pantheon will be a matter of strong debate for in that rarefied atmosphere he had a unique style. The late Ernst Straus said it best, in a commemoration of Erdos’ -th birthday. In our century, in which mathematics is so strongly dominated by “theory constructors" he has remained the prince of problem solvers and the absolute monarch of problem posers. One of my friends - a great mathematician in his own right - complained to me that “Erd os only gives us corollaries of the great metatheorems which remain unformulated in the back of his mind." I think there is much truth to that observation but I don’t agree that it would have been either feasible or desirable for Erd os to stop producing corollaries and concentrate on the formulation of his metatheorems. In many ways Paul Erd os is the Euler of our times. Just as the “special" problems that Euler solved pointed the way to analytic and algebraic number theory, topology, combinatorics, function spaces, etc.; so the methods and results of Erd os’ work already let us see the outline of great new disciplines, such as combinatorial and probabilistic number theory, combinatorial geometry, probabilistic and transfinite combinatorics and graph theory, as well as many more yet to arise from his ideas.



Straus, who worked as an assistant to Albert Einstein, noted that Einstein chose physics over mathematics because he feared that one would waste one’s powers in persuing the many beautiful and attractive questions of mathematics without finding the central questions. Straus goes on, Erdos has consistently and successfully violated every one of Einstein’s prescriptions. He has succumbed to the seduction of every beautiful problem he has encountered - and a great many have succumbed to him. This just proves to me that in the search for truth there is room for Don Juans like Erd os and Sir Galahads like Einstein.



I believe, and I’m certainly most prejudiced on this score, that Paul’s legacy will be strongest in Discrete Math. Paul’s interest in this area dates back to a marvelous paper with George Szekeres in 1935 but it was after World War II that it really flourished. The rise of the Discrete over the past half century has, I feel, two main causes. The first was The Computer, how wonderful that this physical object has led 1 Reprinted with



permission from the Bulletin of the American Mathematical Society.
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to such intriguing mathematical questions. The second, with due respect to the many others, was the constant attention of Paul Erd os with his famous admonition “Prove and Conjecture!" Ramsey Theory, Extremal Graph Theory, Random Graphs, how many turrets in our mathematical castle were built one brick at a time with Paul’s theorems and, equally important, his frequent and always penetrating conjectures. My own research specialty, The Probabilistic Method, could surely be called The Erdos Method. It was begun in 1947 with a page paper in the Bulletin of the American Math Society. Paul proved the existence of a graph having certain Ramsey property without actually constructing it. In modern language he showed that an appropriately defined random graph would have the property with positive probability and hence there must exist a graph with the property. For the next twenty years Paul was a “voice in the wilderness", his colleagues admired his amazing results but adaption of the methodology was slow. But Paul persevered - he was always driven by his personal sense of mathematical aesthetics in which he had supreme confidence - and today the method is widely used in both Discrete Math and in Theoretical Computer Science. There is no dispute over Paul’s contribution to the spirit of mathematics. Paul Erdos was the most inspirational man I have every met. I began working with Paul in the late -s, a tumultuous time when “do your own thing" was the admonition that resonated so powerfully. But while others spoke of it, this was Paul’s modus operandi. He had no job; he worked constantly. He had no home; the world was his home. Possessions were a nuisance, money a bore. He lived on a web of trust, travelling ceaselessly from Center to Center, spreading his mathematical pollen. What drew so many of us into his circle. What explains the joy we have in speaking of this gentle man. Why do we love to tell Erd os stories. I’ve thought a great deal about this and I think it comes down to a matter of belief, or faith. We mathematicians know the beauties of our subject and we hold a belief in its transcendent quality. God created the integers, the rest is the work of Man. Mathematical truth is immutable, it lies outside physical reality. When we show, for example, that two -th powers never add to an -th power for   we have discovered a Truth. This is our belief, this is our core motivating force. Yet our attempts to describe this belief to our nonmathematical friends are akin to describing the Almighty to an atheist. Paul embodied this belief in mathematical truth. His enormous talents and energies were given entirely to the Temple of Mathematics. He harbored no doubts about the importance, the absoluteness, of his quest. To see his faith was to be given faith. The religious world might better have understood Paul’s special personal qualities. We knew him as Uncle Paul. I do hope that one cornerstone of Paul’s, if you will, theology will long survive. I refer to The Book. The Book consists of all the theorems of mathematics. For each theorem there is in The Book just one proof. It is the most aesthetic proof, the most insightful proof, what Paul called The Book Proof. And when one of Paul’s myriad conjectures was resolved in an “ugly" way Paul would be very happy in congratulating the prover but would add, “Now, let’s look for The Book Proof." This platonic ideal spoke strongly to those of us in his circle. The mathematics was there, we had only to discover it.
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The intensity and the selflessness of the search for truth were described by the writer Jorge Luis Borges in his story The Library of Babel. The narrator is a worker in this library which contains on its infinite shelves all wisdom. He wanders its infinite corridors in search of what Paul Erd os might have called The Book. He cries out, To me, it does not seem unlikely that on some shelf of the universe there lies a total book. I pray the unknown gods that some man - even if only one man, and though it have been thousands of years ago! - may have examined and read it. If honor and wisdom and happiness are not for me, let them be for others. May heaven exist though my place be in hell. Let me be outraged and annihilated but may Thy enormous Library be justified, for one instant, in one being.



In the summer of 1985 I drove Paul to what many of us fondly remember as Yellow Pig Camp - a mathematics camp for talented high school students at Hampshire College. It was a beautiful day - the students loved Uncle Paul and Paul enjoyed nothing more than the company of eager young minds. In my introduction to his lecture I discussed The Book but I made the mistake of discribing it as being “held by God". Paul began his lecture with a gentle correction that I shall never forget. “You don’t have to believe in God," he said, “but you should believe in The Book."
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Pretty Applications of the Probabilistic Method 

Any property can be regarded as an event, namely the subset of Î© having the given property. We can thus speak of the probability of a property. â€¢ For a set S of k ...
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A Probabilistic Method to Quantify the Colocalization of Markers on 
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PAC learning of Probabilistic Automaton based on the Method of 

PFA are graphical models constrained to represent distri- butions over ..... quadratic optimization problems under linear constraints with convex costs. This kind ...
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